The ability to manipulate the conductivity of nanowires (NWs) through chemical surface modification is important for the realization of NW-based electronic devices and chemical sensors. \(^1\) Oxide-coated Si NWs have been functionalized with amino siloxanes to impart pH sensitivity to the NW conductance. \(^3\) Exposure of oxidized Si NW to 4-nitrophenylacetate or to tetraethylammonium bromide has also been shown to improve the NW conductance and to improve on–off ratios in Si NW-based field-effect transistors (FETs), \(^2\) although the mechanism by which these treatments modify the surface state density of NWs is not clear. Oxide coating of a Si NW is thought to induce trap states at the SiO\(_2\)/Si NW interface. \(^4\) In addition, oxide coating of a Si NW is thought to act as a dielectric that lowers, and ultimately can limit, the effect of gate voltage on manipulating the conductance between the source and drain of Si NW-based FETs. \(^2\) Macroscopic, planar Si(111) devices that are not oxidized but H-terminated exhibit low interface state density, yet are relatively unstable to oxidation and defect formation in the presence of air. \(^6\) We report herein that Si NWs modified by covalent Si–CH\(_3\) functionality, with no intervening oxide, show atmospheric stability, high conductance values, low surface defect levels, and allow for the formation of air-stable Si NW FETs having on–off ratios in excess of 10\(^3\) over a relatively small gate voltage swing (±2 V). \(^7\)

The Si NWs investigated were prepared by vapor–liquid–solid growth techniques, \(^4\) yielding p-type Si NWs doped with B to free-carrier densities of (1–4) \(\times 10^{11}\) cm\(^{-3}\). The NWs grew along the (111) direction. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) data indicated that these NWs consisted almost entirely of smooth 62 nm diameter Si cores coated with SiO\(_2\). The SiO\(_2\) sheath was relatively uniform on an individual wire, but the coating thickness varied in the range of 6–12 nm between different wires (cf. Figure 1S(a) and (b)). Some of these NWs were then terminated with H, by etching in buffered HF followed by exposure to NH\(_3\)(aq). \(^6,9\)

TEM images for freshly prepared H-terminated Si NW samples showed a similar core diameter to the SiO\(_2\)-coated Si NWs but no detectable SiO\(_2\) by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) (cf. Figure 1S(c)). The outer surface of these H–Si NWs was nearly uniform and exhibited a low concentration of TEM-detectable defects. Some of these NWs were then methyl-terminated using a two-step chlorination/alkylation route. \(^10\) TEM images of freshly prepared CH\(_3\)–Si NW samples showed features similar to those of H–Si NWs, except that the outer surface of the CH\(_3\)–Si NWs was less smooth (cf. Figure 1Sd) than that of the H–Si NWs.

Devices were fabricated by integrating an individual Si NW with four Al electrodes (each 5.0 ± 0.1 µm in length and 400 ± 20 nm in width) that were mutually separated by 800 ± 50 nm, on top of a 300 nm thermally oxidized degenerately doped p-Si (0.001 \(\Omega\cdot\)cm\(^{-1}\) resistivity) substrate. For each device, the extrinsic conductivity (\(g_{ex}\)) was determined using two-point probe methods, and the intrinsic conductivity (\(g_{in}\)) was determined by four-point probe methods. Voltage-dependent back-gate measurements, to determine the performance of Si NWs as FETs, were also performed. Measurements were performed on 5–10 devices from each type and from different batches of Si NWs.

For all samples, the four-point \(I–V\) data were linear and symmetric about zero bias and showed higher conductivities than those obtained using two-point methods (cf. Figure 2S). Comparison between \(I–V\) curves of the different samples, taken at zero back-gate voltage (\(V_g\)), indicated that the average conductance of SiO\(_2\)–Si NWs (\(g_{ex} = 20 ± 9\) nS; \(g_{in} = 41 ± 15\) nS) was much less than that of H–Si NWs (\(g_{ex} = 96 ± 20\) nS; \(g_{in} = 186 ± 43\) nS), which, in turn, was less than that of CH\(_3\)–Si NWs (\(g_{ex} = 120 ± 21\) nS; \(g_{in} = 279 ± 38\) nS).

Figure 1 depicts the normalized average conductance at \(V_g = 0\) V of the various Si NWs versus time in air, as determined by two-point (\(g_{ex} = g_{ex}/g_{ex0}\) for Figure 1a) and four-point (\(g_{ex} = g_{ex}/g_{ex0}\); Figure 1b) measurements. For SiO\(_2\)–Si NWs, \(g_{ex}\) and \(g_{in}\) remained constant, within experimental error, as a function of time. For both H–Si NWs and CH\(_3\)–Si NWs, the rate of decrease of \(g_{ex}\) (i.e., \(\Delta g_{ex}/\Delta t\)) and \(g_{in}\) (i.e., \(\Delta g_{in}/\Delta t\)) showed three main “time” regions, 0–3, 3–168, and 168–672 h: [\(\Delta g_{ex}/\Delta t\)]\(_{0–3}\) > [\(\Delta g_{ex}/\Delta t\)]\(_{3–168}\) > [\(\Delta g_{ex}/\Delta t\)]\(_{168–672}\). 

As shown in Figure 2, in a typical SiO\(_2\)–Si NW device, \(g_{in}\) responded weakly to the applied gate voltage, \(V_g\), with \(g_{in}\) decreasing from 255 nS at \(V_g = −5\) V to 4 nS at \(V_g = +5\) V, and showing no significant on–off state transition within this gate-bias region. This behavior is in accord with prior work showing that SiO\(_2\)/Si interface and SiO\(_2\) surface defects on oxidized Si NW compensate \(V_g\) and also trap and scatter carriers. \(^11\) In contrast, the average conductance of freshly prepared H–Si NWs and of CH\(_3\)–Si NWs was extremely sensitive to \(V_g\) and could be shut off at \(V_g = 2.6\) and 2.4 V, respectively, with an on/off ratio of 3.9 \(\times 10^4\) and 1.3 \(\times 10^5\). The average conductance of H–Si NWs and CH\(_3\)–Si NWs at \(V_g = 0\) V was ca. 4- and 7-fold higher, respectively, than that of the SiO\(_2\)–Si NWs. Using a cylinder on an infinite plate model\(^12\) yielded
estimates for the hole mobility, $\mu_v$ of 18 ± 4 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for SiO$_2$–Si NWs, 123 ± 3 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for H–Si NWs, and 140 ± 2 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for CH$_3$–Si NWs.

Voltage-dependent back-gate voltage measurements as a function of time in air revealed substantial differences between SiO$_2$–Si NWs, H–Si NWs, and CH$_3$–Si NWs (Figure 3). The mobility of SiO$_2$–Si NWs did not change, within experimental error, as a function of time in air. In contrast, the mobility of H–Si NWs decreased continuously, dropping from 123 to 87 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ after 4 weeks (672 h) exposure to air, with the highest rate of degradation during the first 3 h of exposure to air. For CH$_3$–Si NWs, the mobility decreased upon exposure during the first week (=164 h) by ca. 11%, from 140 to 124 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, after which time it stabilized at a level that was comparable to the initial value of the H–Si NW hole mobility (i.e., at $t = 0$).

The trend in mobilities and on–off ratios, with CH$_3$–Si NWs > H–Si NWs > SiO$_2$–Si NWs, can be attributed different densities of surface states. Passivation of surface states via H–termination or Si–C bonds on the Si NW surfaces decreases the probability of electron–hole recombination$^{13}$ and, thus, increases the carrier mobilities. In response to changes in gate voltage, the same passivation of surface states allows for more effective movement of band edges in the channel, compared to channels with SiO$_2$/Si interface or SiO$_2$ surface states and, thus, increases the on–off ratio of FETs (cf. ref 13). The presence of hysteresis, that is, “memory” effects,$^1$ in fresh samples of SiO$_2$–Si NWs, but not in fresh samples of H–Si NWs or CH$_3$–Si NWs, and the observation of the gradual development of hysteresis in H–Si NWs upon increasing exposure time to air support the effects of surface states on the electrical properties of Si NW FETs.

The stable CH$_3$–Si NW mobility and high on–off ratio of CH$_3$–Si NW FETs may make this approach of significant technological interest. The carrier mobility could likely be further improved by, for example, decreasing the doping level, decreasing the nanowire diameter,$^{14}$ and/or minimizing the “bending” sites and surface roughness along the Si NW.$^{15}$ Alkylation of crystalline Si using the two-step chlorination/alkylation method has been shown to proceed with minimal surface recombination using a variety of alkyl groups that allow molecular level control and positioning of the functionality and insulating dielectric properties,$^6$ to allow for the introduction of double bonds that facilitate elaboration of the surface by further chemical functionalization, such as polymerization and other organic reactions,$^{15}$ and to introduce or eliminate the pH dependence of the flat-band potential of Si surfaces in aqueous solutions,$^{16}$ suggesting that surface alkylation can be of utility in forming Si NW electrical devices and Si NW chemical and biological sensors with highly desirable properties under molecular level control.
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